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Brands, emotion and decisions



Emotions only tell part of the story



Our brains don’t care about brands



So – what IS important?



Emotion only 

tells part of 

the story



Emotion is crucial, but…



… it needs to be stored into memory



Long-Term Memory Encoding



Memory encoding links to behaviour



Not the same as recall



Not just facts – emotions too



So brands need emotion & memory 



But there’s a further obstacle



Our brains 

don’t care 

about brands



There’s no evolutionary imperative



Memory helps us make sense of the world 



And we encode what’s key to our survival



So brands aren’t a high priority…



…but they can improve their impact



Maximising

the impact of 

brands in the 

brain



Don’t rely on shouting loudest1



Don’t rely on shouting loudest1



Don’t rely on shouting loudest1
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Make brand intrinsic to story2



Make brand intrinsic to story2



Deliver emotional intensity3



Delivery emotional intensity3



Deliver emotional intensity3



Make it personal4



Make it personal4
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Use interaction to drive response5



Use interaction to drive response5



Use interaction to drive response5
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Use patterns and repetition6



Use patterns and repetition6



Exploit breaks and pauses7



Exploit breaks and pauses7



Exploit breaks and pauses7

11

“…Southern 
Pacific Ocean”

“…wouldn’t it 
be good if you 
could simply 

capture”

“…the catch is 
rapid chilled”

Key moments in original ad

With the exception of end branding, peaks in memory encoding during the 

ad did not include any branded moments, so the association between brand 

and produce messages was not strongly made.

12

Brand Fish – Suggested revised sequence

Brand Fish – Current sequence

Recommended re-design of the ad

Recommended 

re-design 

based on brain 

response



Exploit breaks and pauses7



• Brand linkage up 

from 8% to 44%

• Purchase intent up 

from 23% to 51%

• Market share up 

from 47% to 54%

Exploit breaks and pauses7



But don’t tell the brain it’s over…8



But don’t tell the brain it’s over…8



But don’t tell the brain it’s over…8



Avoid “uncanny valley”9



Avoid “uncanny valley”9



Never forget gender differences10



Never forget gender differences10



Never forget gender differences10



So, to sum up…



Thank you!

Any questions?


